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Even Pretty Ladies…POO: The pretty girl’s survival guide to avoiding the
uglies. Moments and, of course, Ugliest of the Uglies - an absolute
arsenal of tricks and tips to ensure every female keeps her head up,
lipstick on and conquers the world… without the proverbial spinach in
her teeth! This book covers an array of self-help topics through
chapters such as Beauty, Sex, You-o-licious, Dudes, OMG! It’s no secret
that ladies encounter the same uglies that males do, yet find you don't
need to brag about it. Learn how to sidestep all property mines like a
woman, while surreptitiously moonwalking away of a room... Not every
chapter is for each female - but every woman will see her chapter.
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Humorous and incredibly informative! A must read!Bravo Maggie!!! I
bought this reserve after reading the title and seeing the cover and
thinking to myself "I have to read this"!!! I enjoyed everything about
any of it. Maggie Kouri protected everything that all women ought to
know and learn.!!.Essential read for everyone females out there and
perhaps their guys (If they're thinking about how their gals mind
works)!). I've learned so many new conditions and have a fresh
perspective on outdated, rather embarrassing topics I was as well afraid
to talk about with anyone and for that I many thanks! I can't wait to
talk about it with all my girlfriends!!!.! Excellent! In the reserve,
Kouri covers problems, mishaps, and fears that are all a normal part of
being female. Hi Maggie! First stuff first, your publication is amazing!
I highly recommend this book.!! :)Keep up the great work girlfriend! I'm
43 years old and she answered questions that I've generally wondered
about but was as well embarrassed to enquire about (one word. Great
Browse! I'm so excited to read any upcoming books you have developing,
consider me a BIG enthusiast!! Fabulous Info and engaging read!! Will
buy more from this Writer!!! Loved This Book Very Much!!! Maggie Kouri
makes this book light hearted but it is filled with serious tips for
constantly looking and becoming your best! You will certainly learn a
few brand-new tricks you by no means knew you did not know. A must read
That is an informative, real life "how to" manual for women. Thus we are
able to all relate and laugh. This is comparable to the writing design
of Erma Bombeck, just boldly likely to a new level of information that
matters to present day women! Love Button! Enlightening, provocative but
mainly just hysterical, this is perhaps the best book to read and talk
about with your girlfriends.! It really is witty, enjoyable, and the
writer speaks not only from knowledge but throws in tidbits from others
real life girly circumstances.!If there have been one publication that I
would suggest to all my sisters out generally there, this would be the
one. It stands just like a lighthouse for women warning them how to
prevent the inevitable and possibly "messy female situations". a MUST go
through for each and every gal! Laughed aloud thru the whole thing!! One
of my favorite chapters was "Scent of an inexpensive Woman". I loved
every chapter in this book! As you therefore eloquently say, "Nothing at
all speaks "affordable hooker" more than cheap perfume"! A Reserve for
All Ages Great and filled up with humor Funny and packed with great tips
and suggestions for each and every girl/woman! But more than simply
noting the sociable faux pas, she also provides useful advice
reminiscent of Joan River's outlandish design, throwing out the "good
girl rules" and telling the truth.snowflakes!!!!! So much fun, hilarious
and very informative! xo
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